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By Don Durrett

Gold and silver prices are stuck, and with no momentum a lot of mining stocks are
falling as investors lose their patience. This is how bull markets work. They rise in
spurts and corrections. Currently we are in a correction, with the HUI down about 20%
from its recent high of 285.

Gold is currently in a war between a new intermediate high ($1370) and the 200 day
moving average ($1250). The winner of this battle will determine where we go next
(see chart below). Another key support level is $1308, which is the year-on-year new
high. If that breaks down, then we could easily test the 200 DMA.
I'm going to give you evidence of why I think the 200 DMA will hold. I don't think it is
time to panic because the data supports gold. I'm optimistic that we will win the war
and gold will soon begin trending towards a new high.
You don't have to follow silver prices, because they will follow gold. If you've noticed,
every time silver jumps over $20 it quickly comes back to gold, who is the big dog.
Silver isn't going anywhere until gold breaks out above $1370.
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So, the question you should be asking yourself is where is gold going? What is going to
lift it past $1370 or push it below $1250? The answer is the economy. Gold is based on
the fear trade, and the only thing that scares people is losing their money.
This is a crucial period and I think most people recognize that risk and uncertainty
have escalated. However, we have not reached the tipping point that has created a
run to gold. The reason why is because the economic numbers still support a story of
low growth. Many important economic numbers are still strong enough to give people
hope that we can avoid a recession. Moreover, the only thing the gold market seems
to care about is the near term: today, next week, and next month.
If we look at the S&P 500 chart (see below), we see that it is at an all-time high.
Clearly investors have confidence that the economy is not headed for a recession.
That's not conducive to higher gold prices.
The current DOW chart is not as strong, but it includes mostly multi-national
corporations that rely on global exports, which have been struggling. Plus, the strong
dollar has been hurting their profits. Overall, the markets have supported restrained
gold prices.
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We will probably have to wait for the next Lehman event that pushes down the stock
market before gold breaks out above $1370, but until then we can pay attention to
the US economic numbers.
The biggest economic number is GDP. The current expectation is that Q3 GDP will be
above 2%. That's not what we need. Instead, we need something below 2%. I still think
that is possible, but not probable. This is one of the reasons why the S&P 500 is
touching new highs. We will probably have to wait until Q4 and see if GDP begins to
falter below 2% before gold breaks out (unless we get a Lehman type event).
Retail sales declined .3% in August. This is a big reason why the FED did not raise
rates. The expectation was that retail sales would increase by .1%. This was a big
miss. Autos had their worst month in several years in August, dropping .9%. The Cass
freight shipping index was down 1.1% year-on-year. Clearly, the consumer is not an
engine of this economy. If this trend continues for a few more months, then we will
have a recession.
Housing is a bit of bright spot. The median price for existing homes is $240,000 and
has been trending higher for several years (several cities like Seattle, Portland, and
Denver are currently on fire). Also, new single family home sales were up 3.7% in
August to 737,000 annually. That's a pretty good number. However, the bloom might
be off the rose. The recent median price for a new house was $321,000 in April. In
August it was down to $284,000. The high end seems to be crashing. I have been
reading reports that New York city, the Hamptons, and Greenwich are all falling.
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The PMI (manufacturing index) was at 51.4 in August. This is above the 50 contraction
level, but is weak number. If we drop below 50 this year, then look for the stock
market to fall.
Real personal income decreased .4% in August. That is a significant decline and an
indicator of all of the minimum wage service jobs that have been added. High income
jobs have been shrinking. This is not conducive to consumer spending.
Factory orders (year-on-year) have declined for 21 consecutive months (see chart
below). This is clearly a sign of a looming recession.

All of these economic numbers point to more sluggishness in the economy. They
clearly do not imply growth. For this reason, I'm confident that the 200 DMA in gold
will hold. And if it doesn't, I do not think it will be long for it to rebound.
In addition to the economic numbers, I like to look at currencies and interest rates to
see how they impact the economy and gold. The dollar has been strong since early
2015 (see chart below), and has been stuck in a trading range between 93 and 100 on
the DXY Index.
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This trading range will eventually breakout either higher or lower. Many smart
analysts are expecting a higher dollar as the US heads into a recession as a safe haven
currency. If this happens, it's possible that the dollar and gold could rise together as
dual safe havens, but the natural path would be for gold to rise with a lower dollar.
I'm a contrarian on the dollar, because I think it is going to drop when the next
recessions hits. I expect global investors to sell US assets because of our huge debt
problems. In 2008, investors bought US bonds and the dollar rose, but I don't expect
that to happen this time. Instead, I expect them to sell US bonds and stocks.
As long as the DXY is above 94, I don't think gold can break out above $1370. Also, if
the DXY goes to 115, I think we could see a tremendous drop in gold and silver prices.
In other words, a strong dollar is our enemy as gold investors.
The Yen is another nemesis (see chart below), because it impacts the dollar. When
the Yen drops, the dollar gains. We have been lucky this year because the Yen has
dropped from 125 to 100 (USD/JPY). Analysts are expecting it to drop further,
perhaps to 90. That will help gold. What is ironic is that Japan is bankrupt, yet
investors are pushing up the Yen.
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At some point, both the Yen and the Dollar are going to crash. How that dynamic
takes place is anyone's guess, but I don't see how it can be prevented. Both countries
have high debt and are close to being bankrupt. If the Yen crashes first, you can
expect gold to have a lot of headwinds as the dollar strengthens.
The next import thing I follow are the 10 year bonds in the US, Japan, and Germany.
These are probably what are going to cause the global meltdown. Once the central
banks lose control of interest rates (and they rise uncontrollably), it's probably lights
out for the US, Europe, and Japan economies.
Currently, the interest rates for 10 year bonds are very low. The US is at 1.5%, Japan
at negative .08, and Germany at negative .08. As long as they are this low, the
financial institutions are getting crushed. They can only keep them extremely low for
so long before these institutions start going bankrupt. A good example is Deutsche
Bank, whose stock price is crashing. Conversely, once interest rates rise, all hell is
going to break loose, with huge liquidity problems.
So, what's going to happen in the near term? It's hard to say, but economic growth is
not likely. Without a Lehman type event, we could muddle through until January. If
that happens, then gold will not break out above $1370, and could easily trade in the
$1200s, even the low $1200s. My guess is that unless we have a Lehman type event,
gold will stay somewhere north of $1250 and the 200 DMA will hold.
I am expecting some type of shock to happen soon that rattles markets and sends
stock prices lower. I don't know if this will be a large Lehman type event, but
something is likely to happen. I think this event will be related to interest rates as
investors begin to figure out the high risk they are taking holding US and Japanese
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bonds. This will be the shot across the bow that wakes everyone up to the high level
of risk that exists in the markets. I expect gold to rally when this happens, perhaps
even to $1400.
Remember, once we cross $1450 we win. I don't see a scenario where we cross $1450
and don't begin trending to a new high above $1935. The battle is occurring now for
$1370 and if we win, the war will soon be over after we cross $1450. The reason
$1370 is so difficult to cross is because the power brokers don't want us to cross
$1400. They have not let us come close to $1400 this year. They know that once we
cross $1400, it will be very difficult for them to prevent us from reaching $1450, and
winning the war.
*****
I suppose I should mention the current potential crisis that could unravel in October,
since there are so many of them. The first is Deutsche Bank, whose stock price is
under severe pressure and could breakdown under the important $10 level. If that
happens, they will likely need a bailout. However, that will set a precedent for other
European banks, and Italy has several banks on the verge of bankruptcy. What will
happen?
Next, we have Saudi Arabia's reaction to the recent JASTA bill that was put into effect
by a veto override this week. Oh, this one is interesting. Saudi Arabia has threatened
to sell their US based assets before courts can seize them. Does anyone remember the
movie Rollover in 1981 with Kris Kristofferson, which was based on the premise of
Saudi Arabia dumping US assets and creating a financial crisis? Wow, we could have
life imitating art.
Third, on Monday the Chinese RMB will be added to the IMF's (International Monetary
Fund) currency. This currency is called the SDR (Special Drawing Rights). It will be
weighted as follows: US dollar at 41%, Euro at 30%, RMB at 11%, Yen at 8%, and Pound
at 8%. This might be insignificant, but James Rickards is saying this event will be
huge. I'm not so sure. There is only $300 billion in circulation. That needs to increase
substantially to create an impact. And exactly how are countries/corporations going to
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exchange SDRs?
*****
I usually don't recommend exploration stocks, but I have decided to include an
Exploration stock list in the newsletter. The reason why is that I noticed how popular
these stocks are and also how explosive they can be. So, while they are very high risk,
they can be part of your portfolio. However, do not get aggressive with these stocks,
because most of them will disappoint you. I only invest about $1000 to $2000 in an
exploration stock. I consider these lottery picks. The only way an exploration stock is
going to payoff big is if they get lucky with the drill bit.
ATAC Resources
Apex Resources
Bonterra Resources
Canarc Resources
Canasil Resources
Colombian Mines
Colorado Resources
Constantine Metal Resources
Eurasian Minerals
Globex Mining
Golden Arrow Resources
Golden Tag Resources
Inventus Mining
Levon Resources
Millrock Resources
Nevada Exploration
Northern Freegold
Nulegacy Gold
Oceanus Resources
Paramount Gold Nevada
Transition Metals
Redstar Gold
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Riverside Resources
Rockhaven Resources
Sarama Gold
Savary Gold
Skeena Resources
Teuton Resources
West African Resources
West Red Lake Gold
Westhaven Ventures
*****
The top 10 places (my opinion) to find gold/silver mines (where the next discoveries
will be made):
1. Canada (especially the Yukon, Red Lake, and the Golden Triangle)
2. Australia
3. West Africa
4. Brazil
5. Guyana
6. Mexico
7. USA (especially Nevada and Alaska)
8. Chile
9. Peru
10. Argentina
*****

As gold and silver prices rise, stocks become pricey and no longer have good entry
prices. I'll keep a list of stocks that I think are still cheap.
Stocks Still Cheap:
Amarillo Gold
America's Silver Corp.
Argonaut Gold
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Atacama Pacific
Aurvista Gold
Batero Gold
Barkerville Gold Mines
Bellhaven Copper & Gold
Canarc Resources
Colorado Resources
Exeter Resources
Falco Resources
Freegold Ventures
Golden Predator
Goldquest Mining
Gowest Gold
Gran Colombia Gold
Hummingbird Resources
IDM Mining
Inventus Mining
Jaguar Mining
Lexam VG Gold
Midas Gold
Moneta Porcupine
Nighthawk Gold
Orezone Gold
Oceanus Resources
Rye Patch Gold
Sandspring Resources
Santacruz Silver
Savary Gold
Silver Bear Resources
Silver Bull Resources
Silver Lake Resources
Spanish Mountain Gold
Strategic Metals
Timmins Gold
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Trimetals Mining
Tristar Gold
Vista Gold

Stocks in the News

Kirkland Lake Gold And Newmarket Gold To Combine
Toronto, Ontario and Vancouver, British Columbia – September 29, 2016 – Kirkland
Lake Gold Inc. (“Kirkland Lake Gold”) (TSX: KLG) and Newmarket Gold Inc.
(“Newmarket”) (TSX: NMI) are pleased to announce that they have entered into a
definitive agreement (the “Arrangement Agreement”) to merge the two companies,
creating an exciting new mid-tier gold company (the “Transaction”). The combined
company will have a market capitalization of approximately C$2.4 billion and produce
over 500 koz of gold annually. Existing Kirkland Lake Gold and Newmarket
shareholders will own approximately 57% and 43% of the combined company,
respectively, on a fully-diluted in-the-money basis.

My Comments:
Newmarket Gold has more upside potential, so this is better for Kirkland Lake's
shareholders. Combined I would say that this makes Kirkland Lake a potential 3
bagger and a near-term major.
*****

Jaguar Intercepts High - Grade Gold Mineralization at Pilar
Gold Mine
Toronto, Canada , September 26 , 2016
Jaguar Mining Inc. ("Jaguar " or the "Company") (TSX: JAG) is pleased to announce
positive drill results from 40 underground diamond drill holes conducted at the Pilar
Gold Mine (“Pilar”) located at the Company’s Caeté Complex in the state of Minas
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Gerais, Brazil. The Caeté Complex is situated in the Iron Quadrangle, one of the most
prolific mining districts in South America. These results continue to re affirm
increasing grade profiles at depth at the Pilar BFII ore body and suggest a strong
potential for the significant conversion of Mineral Resources to Mineral Reserves. This
drill program (5,369 metres (“m”) ) included 40 holes, which generated multiple high
- grade drill intercepts from Pilar including BFII, BF, BA, LFW, LHW, C, and SW ore
bodies .
The drill program targeted, in particular, the newly discovered BF II ore body , as
previously outlined in the "Technical Report on the Roça Grande and Pilar Operations,
Min as Gerais State, Brazil", a copy of which is available on the Company’s SEDAR
profile at www.sedar.com.
Drilling Highlights and Key Intercepts
Hole FSB552A – 1 7.40 g/t Au over 6.80 m (6.46 m ETW 1)
Hole PPL325 – 7.73 g/t Au over 16.35 m (15.52 m ETW 1)
Hole PPL326 – 24.19 g/t Au over 5.65 m (4.46 m ETW 1)
Hole PPL363 – 23.95 g/t Au over 4.00 m (3.35 m ETW 1)
Hole PPL340 – 9.05 g/t Au over 7.90 m (6.24 m ETW 1)
My Comments:
These are impressive results. I have always been impressed with Jaguar's properties.
Once they cleanup their balance sheet and do extensive exploration, they will add a
lot of resources.
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Member Emails / Questions
Don,
How many times have I said it...
"If you don't hold it in your hands YOU DON'T OWN IT!"
All of it will be gone! Even stock certificates will be worthless as it's still just a paper
promise. Especially the mining stocks as they hold the future money for the People and
will be nationalized without a blink of an eye.
None of it will survive the crash!
No stocks, no bonds, no checking accounts, no savings accounts...NOTHING!
I am on Bix Weir's free emailing list and this came into my box today, just wondering your
thoughts on if gold stocks will be nationalized and worthless or will there be a window of time
where they skyrocket and I can cash out? Perhaps he is talking way down the road or next
month, who knows.

Thanks,
Jackie

My Response:
The collapse likely won’t happen overnight. I’m sure there will be plenty of warning
before the markets completely seize up and halt trading. What’s more likely is that
gold will spike, and along with it the miners. There will be time to get out. However, I
do recommend an insurance plan of physical gold and silver in your possession.
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Top 25 List
(Based on $2,500 gold)

List of the best risk/reward stocks with 5+ bagger potential. These are the first stocks
I would buy after my foundation of bullion, majors, and mid-tiers was in place.

Changes
Added:
Removed:
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Potential 5 to 20 Bagger List (31)
(Based on $2,500 gold)

These are top picks that did not make the Top 25 list, but have a good risk/reward
profile and pencil as 5 to 20 baggers at higher gold/silver prices.

Changes
Added: Oceanus Resources, Euro Sun Mining.
Removed: Golden Reign Resources (moved to the 2-3 bagger list).
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Potential 25 Bagger List (13)
(Based on $2,500 gold)

List includes some Top Picks, but most are not because of high risk.

Changes
Added:
Removed: Euro Sun Mining (moved to the 5 to 20 bagger list).
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Potential 2 to 3 Bagger List (27)
(Based on $2,500 gold)

List of the best low to moderate risk / low return stocks. These are mostly producers
or royalty stocks. Some of them could become excellent income stocks.

Changes
Added: Golden Reign Resources, Impact Silver, Novo Resources, Anglo Gold Ashanti.
Removed:
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Potential 1 to 2 Bagger List (19)
(Based on $2,500 gold)

List of the best low to moderate risk / low return stocks. These are all producers or
royalty stocks. Some of them could become excellent income stocks.

Changes
Added: Mag Silver.
Removed:
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Top Picks Analyzed This Month
1) Hecla Mining (Emerging Major): Top 25 List. 3 Rating. They are a borderline top 25
pick. However, they are a low cost producer and have two large projects to build in
Montana for future growth. They have a very good management team that is growth
oriented and are likely to do very well as silver prices rise. When the silver producers
are rising $1 a share per day, this will be one of them. You want to own some of the
solid silver producers and this is one of them.
2) Lexam VG Gold (Late Stage Development): Top 25 List. 3.5 Rating. This stock is
still cheap, although it has bounced from a $15 million FD market cap to $55 million in
2016. The best thing about it is that Rob McEwen owns 27% and is the CEO. He's one of
the best in the business, and Lexam has 2.4 million oz in a great location (Ontario). If
he finds another 1 million oz, this stock is going to take off. Although, it probably
won't do much until they get close to production in 2019.
3) Canarc Resources (Late Stage Development): 5 to 20 Bagger List. 3 Rating. They
have a high grade gold project in British Columbia that looks like it will get built.
They don't have large resources, but they have several projects in their pipelines for a
second or third mine. Plus, it's really cheap, with a FD market cap of $18 million.
4) Sandspring Resources (Late Stage Development): 5 to 20 Bagger List. 3 Rating.
They have a large gold project in Guyana, South America. I really like their 10 million
oz (1 gpt) open pit project, but they only have 15% insiders and can't prevent a hostile
takeover. Once a Major decides they want it, which is likely at $1400 or $1500 gold,
there will be a takeover. I'm hoping the stock at least doubles before they get taken
out. They appear to be working on a final feasibility study.
5) Shanta Gold (Emerging Mid-Tier Producer): Top Pick. 3 Rating. This stock has
doubled in 2016 to a $78 million FD market cap, but still has 5+ bagger potential.
They have low cash costs and excellent grade, but their resource total of 2.7 million
oz is low for a mid-tier producer. They are in Tanzania.
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Stocks Analyzed This Month:
Hecla Mining (Large silver producer. 3 Rating. Silver. Emerging Major. USA (Alaska,
Idaho), Canada (Quebec), Mexico).
Lexam VG Gold (Advancing a gold project in Canada. 3.5 Rating. Gold. Late Stage
Development. Canada (Ontario)).
Randgold Resources (Large gold miner in Africa. 1.5 Rating. Gold. Major. Africa (Mali,
Senegal, Cote d'Ivorie, DRC)).
Fresnillo PLC (Large silver miner in Latin America. 1.5 Rating. Silver. Major. Peru,
Chile, Mexico, Colombia).
New Gold (Large gold miner in Canada and Latin America. 2 Rating. Gold. Major.
Canada, Chile, Mexico).
Guyana Goldfields (Gold producer in South America. 2 Rating. Gold. Mid-Tier
Producer. Guyana).
Great Panther Silver (Silver producer in Mexico. 2 Rating. Silver. Mid-Tier Producer.
Mexico).
Newmarket Gold (Gold producer in Australia. 2 Rating. Gold. Mid-Tier Producer.
Australia).
Canarc Resources (Advancing a gold project in Canada. 3 Rating. Gold. Late Stage
Development. Canada (British Columbia)).
Sandspring Resources (Advancing a gold project in South America. 3 Rating. Gold.
Late Stage Development. Guyana).
Golden Reign Resources (Near-term producer in Nicaragua. 3 Rating. Gold. Near-
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Term Producer. Nicaragua).
Pinecrest Resources (Trying to advance a gold project in West Africa. 3 Rating. Gold.
Late Stage Development. West Africa (Ghana)).
Ausgold Ltd. (Trying to advance a gold project in Australia. 3 Rating. Gold. Early
Exploration. Australia).
Teuton Resources (Early exploration in Canada. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
Canada (British Columbia)).
Medgold Resources (Early exploration in Portugal. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
Portugal, Serbia).
Vast Resources (Small gold producer in Zimbabwe. 3 Rating. Gold. Small Producer.
Zimbabwe, Serbia).
Midland Exploration (Early exploration in Canada. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
Canada (Quebec, Ontario)).
Newcrest Mining (Large global gold miner. 2 Rating. Gold. Major. Australia,
Indonesia, Papua New Guinea, Africa (Cote d'Ivorie)).
RTG Mining (Trying to advance a gold project in the Philippines. 2 Rating. Gold. Late
Stage Development. Philippines).
Northern Star Resources (Large gold producer in Australia. 2 Rating. Gold. Emerging
Major. Australia).
Chesapeake Gold (Advancing a large gold project in Mexico. 2 Rating. Gold. Project
Generator. Mexico).
Torex Gold (Large gold producer in Mexico. 2 Rating. Gold. Emerging Major. Mexico).
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Azure Minerals (Advancing silver and gold projects in Mexico. 2 Rating. Silver. Project
Generator. Mexico).
China Gold Intl. (Gold producer in China. 2 Rating. Gold. Mid-Tier Producer. China).
Sarama Resources (Advancing gold projects in West Africa. 2 Rating. Gold. Project
Generator. West Africa (Burkina Faso, Liberia, Mali)).
Savary Resources (Advancing a gold project in West Africa. 2 Rating. Gold. Project
Generator. West Africa (Burkina Faso)).
GTA Resources (Trying to advance a gold project in Canada. 2.5 Rating. Gold. Early
Exploration. Canada (Ontario)).
Taseko Mines (Trying to advance a large gold/copper project in Canada. 3 Rating.
Gold. Late Stage Development. Canada (British Columbia)).
Silver Spruce Resources (Early exploration in Mexico. 2 Rating. Silver. Project
Generator. Mexico).
Lara Exploration (Project generator in South America. 2 Rating. Gold. Project
Generator. Brazil, Chile, Argentina).
Terrax Minerals (Early exploration in Canada. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
Canada (Northwest Territories)).
Chibougamau Independent Mines (Early exploration in Canada. 2 Rating. Gold.
Project Generator. Canada (Quebec)).
Impact Silver (Small silver producer in Mexico. 2 Rating. Silver. Small Producer.
Mexico).
NV Gold (Early exploration in Nevada. 1.5 Rating. Gold. Project Generator. USA
(Nevada)).
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Aurion Resources (Early exploration in Finland. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
Finland).
Osisko Mining (Advancing a gold project in Canada. 2.5 Rating. Gold. Late Stage
Development. Canada (Ontario, Quebec)).
Gunpoint Exploration (Trying to advance a gold project in Nevada. 2 Rating. Gold.
Project Generator. USA (Nevada), Guatemala, Mexico).
Emmerson Resources (Trying to advance a small gold project in Australia. 2 Rating.
Gold. Late Stage Development. Australia).
Rockhaven Resources (Advancing a gold project in Canada. 2 Rating. Gold. Project
Generator. Canada (Yukon)).
Eco Oro Minerals (Recently lost their mining rights in Colombia. 1 Rating. Gold.
Potential Exists. Colombia).
OK2 Minerals (Early exploration in Canada. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator. Canada
(British Columbia)).
Japan Gold (Early exploration in Japan. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator. Japan).
Globex Mining (Project generator focused in Canada. 2.5 Rating. Gold. Project
Generator. Canada (Ontario, Quebec)).
Corvus Gold (Advancing a gold project in Nevada. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
USA (Nevada)).
Shanta Gold (Gold producer in East Africa. 3 Rating. Gold. Emerging Mid-Tier
Producer. East Africa (Tanzania)).
Mag Silver (Advancing a large silver project in Mexico. 1.5 Rating. Silver. Late Stage
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Development. Mexico).
Crown Mining Corp (Trying to advance a large copper project in California. 2 Rating.
Gold. Project Generator. USA (California, Nevada), Canada (Ontario)).
Galane Gold (Small producer in South Africa. 3 Rating. Gold. Small Producer. South
Africa, South Africa (Botswana)).
Novagold Resources (Advancing a large gold in project in Alaska. 2 Rating. Gold.
Project Generator. USA (Alaska)).
Troymet Exploration (Early exploration in Canada. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
Canada (British Columbia), USA (Utah)).
Inventus Mining (Early exploration in Canada. 2.5 Rating. Gold. Early Exploration.
Canada (Ontario)).
Premier Gold Mines (Gold producer in Mexico and Nevada. 2 Rating. Gold. Mid-Tier
Producer. Mexico, USA (Nevada), Canada (Ontario)).
Serengeti Resources (Trying to advance a large copper/gold project in Canada. 2
Rating. Gold. Project Generator. Canada (British Columbia)).
Xtierra Resources (Trying to advance a small silver project in Mexico. 2 Rating.
Silver. Late Stage Development. Mexico).
Yorbeau Resources (Early exploration in Canada. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
Canada (Quebec)).
RJK Exploration (Early exploration in Canada. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
Canada (British Columbia, Ontario)).
Novo Resources (Near-term gold producer in Australia. 2.5 Rating. Gold. Near-Term
Producer. Australia, USA (Nevada)).
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Marathon Gold (Advancing a gold project in Canada. 3 Rating. Gold. Late Stage
Development. Canada (Newfoundland)).
Makena Resources (Early exploration in Canada. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
Canada (British Columbia)).
Eurasian Minerals (Global project generator. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
Global).
Patagonia Gold (Small gold producer in Argentina. 2.5 Rating. Gold. Small Producer.
Argentina).
Great Bear Resources (Early exploration in Canada. 2 Rating. Gold. Project
Generator. Canada (British Columbia)).
TMAC Resources (Advancing a large gold project in Canada. 2 Rating. Gold. NearTerm Producer. Canada (Nunavut)).
Trilogy Metals (Advancing a large copper/gold project in Alaska. 2 Rating. Gold. Late
Stage Development. USA (Alaska)).
Maverix Metals (New royalty company. 2 Rating. Gold. Royalty. Canada, Mexico,
South America).
Merrex Gold (Advancing two gold projects in West Africa. 2 Rating. Gold. Project
Generator. West Africa (Mali)).
Metals X (Gold producer in Australia. 2.5 Rating. Gold. Mid-Tier Producer. Australia).
Eskay Creek (Early exploration in Canada. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator. Canada
(British Columbia)).
Ximen Resources (Early exploration in Canada. 2 Rating. Gold. Project Generator.
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Canada (British Columbia)).
Ely Gold and Minerals (Early exploration in Nevada. 2 Rating. Gold. Project
Generator. USA (Nevada)).
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Investment Bias

I want to clarify how I do my ratings and the focus of my valuations. My investment
bias is on future cash flow at $2500 gold and $100 silver. For this reason, I put very
little emphasis on the short-term. My ratings are future based (3-5 years). Moreover,
if I am wrong about gold reaching $2500 in the next 3-5 years, then my ratings likely
will fall short. Thus, by using a future bias I am introducing a high level of risk.
The Top 25 are the best risk/reward stocks at $2500 gold and $100 silver. The Top
Picks include stocks that I consider 5+ baggers at $2500 gold and $100 silver, have 3
ratings or higher, and do not have any significant red flags. Significant red flags would
include high debt, low cash, financing issues, location issues, growth issues, legal
issues, timeline issues, management issues, etc.
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Disclaimer
The information contained in the newsletter has been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but
there is no guarantee as to the completeness or accuracy and it should be validated by yourself. There may
be factual errors. Because individual investment objectives vary, information on this website should not be
construed as advice to meet the particular needs of the reader. Don Durrett et al. are not financial advisors
and none of this information should be construed as financial advice. Any opinions expressed herein are
statements of our judgment as of this date and are subject to change without notice. Any action taken as a
result of reading this independent market research is solely the responsibility of the reader. Don Durrett et
al. are not and do not profess to be professional investment advisors, and strongly encourage all readers to
consult with their own personal financial advisors, attorneys, and accountants before making any investment
decision. Don Durrett et al. and/or independent consultants or members of their families may have a
position in the securities mentioned. Investing and speculation are inherently risky and should not be
undertaken without professional advice. Always do you own due diligence before making an investment
decision. Understand that mining stocks are high risk investments, situations change rapidly and there is
considerable risk on many fronts: political, legal, operational, market and environmental. Following and/or
acting on any information blindly and without personal justification is foolhardy and likely to result in a bad
outcome. By your act of reading this website, you fully and explicitly agree that Don Durrett et al. will not be
held liable or responsible for any decisions you make regarding any information discussed herein.
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